Microbial Contamination Risks
from Agricultural Water Use
Quick thoughts to catalyze dialogue

Microbial Contamination Risks from
Agricultural Water Use
• Presence of indicators doesn’t reliably reflect
recent or episodic fecal contamination
• Pathogen presence in a water source doesn’t
accurately reflect risk of persistent crop
contamination at harvest
• There is insufficient quantitative information on
pathogen levels in regional water sources
• QMRA studies with available surrogates may
underestimate risk and limit utility of data
gathering to support alternative approaches to
compliance
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Devil is in the Details
• The specifics of diversity of sources, point of extraction or
use influences, and application practices negate the
functionality of current ag-water standards and metrics
• The majority of responsible parties producing ‘covered
produce’ will not have the expertise to adequately assess
their risk profile
– Information needed is beyond the willing time investment
– Simple grower training will never be sufficient

• Assessing specific-risk, based on indicators, will always be
an inadequate approach to merging compliance with
actual food safety objectives
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Source
• Groundwater
• Surface Water Flowing
• Surface Water Delivered
• Surface Water ‘Protected’
• Reclaimed water delivered

Amendments
• Blended water
• Organic fertilizers
• Organic growth
regulators
• “Teas” pest control

Distribution
•Wellhead
•Gravity unlined
•Gravity lined
•Surface conduit
•Subsurface conduit
•Lay-flat
•Solid Set Sprinklers
•Moveable sprinklers
•Surface Drip
•Subsurface Drip
•Microjet Sprinklers; Drop emitters

Environment
• Rain events and intensity
• Solar irradiance
• Air/Water temperature
• Landscape/Biological
influences
• Hydrogeologic
• Fugitive aerosols
• Crop traits

The Development of a Comprehensive Risk
Rank Matrix Requires a Multi-layered Analysis
of Interacting Factors
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The sole purpose of the matrix that follows is to stimulate conversation
and does not purport to represent fully data-based knowledge

Examples of Considerations for Risk of Contamination
Detected at Point of Extraction
Source
Shallow groundwater
direct
Deep aquifer direct
Shallow groundwater
pumped to surface
reservoir/pond
Deep aquifer pumped
to surface
reservoir/pond
Surface water flowing
– minimally managed
Surface water flowing
– irrigation district
managed
Surface water large
contained water body
Surface water small
contained water body
Reclaimed/Reuse
Waste Water
Other

Region

Environmental
Influences

System Integrity

Water
Temperature

EPA Assessment of Impaired
Environmental Waterways

Pathogen Impairment was Most Frequent
Exceedance (Includes exceeding Indicator levels)

Additional Risk-Factors with Potential
to Elevate E. coli in Surface Water

Examples of Considerations for Risk of Contamination
Survival at Point of Application
Application
Method
Overhead
sprinklers
Water
cannon/gun
Linear or pivot drop head
sprinklers

Microjet
sprinklers
Surface drip
emitters
Subsurface drip
emitters- no row
cover
Subsurface drip –
with row cover
Furrow irrigation –
siphon tube
Furrow irrigation –
gated pipe
Flood Irrigation
Seep or Spud
Ditch

Region

Growth Habit

Climate

Soil Texture

Additives

What is needed that isn't currently on
the FSMA table?
• Each farm operation must have an irrigation
and foliar contact water ‘Permit to Operate’
– Expert risk assessment and inspection
– Four cardinal influences
– Region, crop, and practice specific assessments
– One-time intensive review
• Period of chemical and microbiological indicator testing
• Plan that defines triggers for re-assessment

